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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
luis danilo diaz vecino has contributed to the dictionary with 93 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abstenerse
NOT TO DO SO, NOT DO, DO NOT RUN IT

acto individual
It is to act in a personal way before a fact or event

al final del túnel
It is an assertion that after life another will come and that this is eternal life in it the light upon the shadows. 

arregañadiente
A person who performs an activity with displeasure and who when he calls the attention performs it reluctantly

arriar
In colombia the term lowered argues the action motivate scrolling fast of the livestock from one place to another.

bareque
Wall, wall made very rusticamente with mud and Reed used for the closing of temporary housing while the harvest in
rural.

betún asfáltico
Added viscous liquid, binder, from the distillation of oil, used in the manufacture of hot asphalts type MCD1 and MCD2
that are applied on the vehicular routes for normal mobility

boqui flojo
Person who provides confidential information and makes it viral

borrachero
Plant that it occurs in temperate climate, using their seeds as burundanga or scopolamine to subdue a person
physically.

burundanga
Substance of the plant proviniente borrachero, used by the Doppelgangers to subdue a person physically couple steal
their belongings and even sexually abuse

cahapeton
Name assigned by the Creoles Spaniards at the time of the colony

cambuche
housing made of elements and/or remnants of construcccion, used by people as a displacement

castigos



Word in plural .  Punishment is a state of sanction or penalty imposed by an act or lack of misbehavior, this is given in an
action of form, which may be physical or verbal, direct or indirect, against whoever has committed such offense or crime.

castroso
Acerrimfollower of President Fidel Castro Cuban Leader

centenares
hundred comes from hundred, which is a hundred.  In plural hundreds would be much more than a hundred that is to
say hundreds

chepito
The Chepito was known in Colombia over the years 60 and 70 persons with dress costume of black waiting to
delinquent borrowers to apply for fast payment.

chicha
beverage fermented from corn

chucho
In Colombia in the eastern part of Colombiano Chucho is the fruit of a pumpkin plant that was used to manufacture the
first spoons and vessels of the first aboriginal swings and even today our peasants use as totumas to drink chicha and
guarapo de panela .

chueco
Term or name given in the province to a minor

chusma
Name given to the insurgency or insurgent groups on the fringes of the law

clavinova
It is a musical keyboard and operating electronic apparatus

culión
Sex-obsessed person

cura
In Colombia it was the recognition given to Catholic priests in ancient times, today they are called Presbyteero or failing
Clerigo

curapa
Fruit closely related to the granadilla and the passion fruit of temperate climate of shiny purple colour.

de buenas a
It is a term used, to be able to say in another way or way, How lucky that things are given to me in an easy, miraculous



way. 

delito sexual
Sex crime is the violation that offers a person to another sometiendola in their physical integrity or mental harassment
against their will

descapote
The descapote is the term given to the first movement of Earth of its crust to build or make a building

desinteria
Disease given in the 60 and 70s by practitioners of medicine to the call today gastroentiritis.

dicipela
EMFERMEDAD OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY IS PRESENTS WITH FEVER AND INTENSE PAIN IN THE AFFECTED
EXTREMITY SKIN ENROGECIMIENTO

entusar
In Colombia comes from the term intusado, person who in the breakdown of a sentimental relationship his pain moves
him so much that he seemed to death.

escala de gramos
This is a measure that are contemplated within a mini swing or gram, in order to determine the weight especially of gold
and silver

escama
IT IS THE TERM ASSOCIATED WITH THE BULLA, NOISE. DO NOT SCALE WHILE THE SERENADE ENTERING
THE ENCLOSURE WHERE THE HOLDING OF A BIRTHDAY

escamas
DISECE OF THE GARMENT OR CLOTHING THAT COVER THE FISH OF RIO CALLED FISH

estar como un toro
Bad-tempered, poorly-born

estar de la gorra
I term used in Colombia to the person who likes and enjoys living in other or other pantries.

estar enganchado a internet
Expressive figure to say that you are submitted, addicted to the internet. 

estudiantes
The term is plural, this is given to the student person who studies or prepares a text or document before presenting a
test or exam



faltar al respeto
It is to ignore the most important value of the human being.  Not to consider, nor to understand, the human being.  This
leads to a failure to achieve harmony and social interaction. 

farolo
Person with pretensions of grandeur without obstentar in his life that greatness

filo
This term is used to name the edge or curb of a presipicio of very high altitude

gorgojear
Gurgling comes from the Weevil.   Tiny animal that attacks or infests stored grains.  such as corn, millo among others.  It
is the action of the weevil when infesting corn kernels, millo etc, in a state of storage. 

guarasapo
It is a batracio ( frog or Toad ) State of formation, this has even tail.

islero
public person that attends service stations in the supply of derivatives of the oil, gasoline and a.c.p.m

koya
name given to a woman who offers its services as a sex worker in the underworld, inthe society is concocidad as a
prostitute, whore

lentejo
Slow person, without wanting to, loose to run activity Dynamics jobs

mala leche
Name given to the person with very bad record from his origin or birth

malificio
wrong post using brevajes, spells and /or superstitious and feticheria elements

malvestir
INAPPROPRIATE USE OF GARMENTS FOR A CHANCE U EVENT

marranera
site or place of destination of the breeding and release of pigs

masacre
They are the massacres of many people in defensiveness usually caused by armed conflict and/or internal wars
between guerrilla-paramilitarism or external between countries



matamalezas
Also called in agriculture as herbicides, it is a chemical component, which is dissolved in water and applied by sprinkler. 

maturranga
Name given to the technique of esoteric, witchcraft presented in a person owned or worked by means of a drench

mejir
Last breath or sigh thrown by a person or animal on their deathbed

metrolinea
It is a massive system of urban transport with articulated vehicles

mielmesabe
It is the product of the cocion of the brown sugar to its minimum expression

olla de vicio
They are residential homes where microtrafficking exposes its hallucinogenic products to misfit people who kill and harm
productive society

optimizable
Resource in which of the , better results and / or yields are expected

padron
name given to animals males of farm, horse, Bull, ovejo, cabros etc. chosen by their features genotipicas and
fenotipicas for the improvement of the breed.  (Player )

pastorejo
I end term given in the provinces of Santander Colombia to the person slapped by another for being rude and
uneducated.

peñazco
It is a site or place in a farm or farm not suitable for planting with many rock and outstanding high

perenceno
name given in the province to a person disparagingly in second person not known you the name of cradle example
sutano and perenceno

petardo
Low intensity explosive element used to call attention to the delivery of flyers for subversive material

pollazo
Animal oviparous, raised on farms with organic food, large, porte and majesty, prey with very good carnosity suitable for
a comilona



poqueriza
SITE OR PLACE WHERE IS RAISING AND KEEP PIGS VERY RUSTICAMENTE FACT, ENCLOSURE IN STONE
AND STRAW ROOFS

portillo
Portillo is a fence made in barbed wire steel used for making closures and handling of cattle vacanu

prepintar
It is to have one piece (wood, ceramics, brass etc.  ) ready to be inserted with paint, already carrying out its entire
finishing process. 

que es longitud
It is a measurement system, this is given in millimeters, centimeters, meters, kilometers, this hangs the measurement
element, or meter as the ruler, the demeter, the kilometer count, these measurements can be given both linear or to
determine areas of a t erreno already in square meters, or also determine in cubic meters what material I may need to
make a filling.

que es maniquebrado
This name was given to the boy ( Baron ) who presented girl conditions (Woman) in a nutshell a Gay.

que es un articulo
It is the written text that an entity has whether public or private, just as there are articles in a newspaper, magazine or
book, to determine a background opinion or form in a writing.

que es un cuadro comparativo
It is the confrontation of existing information in a database in excel certain behaviors in its different phases and
evolutions

que significa poner los puntos sobre las íes
Take the floor and give clarity with real facts about a concept that is under discussion in a certain debate between two or
more people at a working table

quirica
Name given to the genitals of girls not to say its terms vagina

quitar el sombrero
It is a sign of admiration, recognition and respect for a person's knowledge or skill in a given area

recluta
Name given to the person serving in the military during the first three months of instruction at a military base or school

regarse
A person who expressively throws or vociferously throws away or vociferously throws away all the evil in his soul



rodadura
NAME GIVEN TO A HOT ASPHALT MIXTURE WITH TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS IN THEIR AGGREGATES AND
GRANUMETRIA, FOR VEHICLE TRACKS

rrecocha
It is the term used for playing a futbolistico meeting

significado de autoconocimiento
Knowledge.   I know myself as I am within me, I know of my weaknesses, strengths, my character.  The car is like the
measure, the assessment of the behavior in my house, in society.  In whether self-knowledge is I know myself as I am in
all my emotional states, I know how to handle any these emotions.

surron
THE TERM THAT IT APPLIES TO A PERSON LESS OF AGE BY BE DESAPLICADO AND/OR DISOBEDIENT

sutano
name given in the province to a person dismissively when don't know you its name from cradle

sutera
disease acquired by a minor for having received the cold of a deceased

sutes
boys or girls under State of malnutrition

taitas
Finished parochial as father and mother in the plural

tamal
It is an enbuelto in leaf of banana made from seasoned corn contains meat, garvanzo, Bacon

teologia homerica
Homeric theology is based on the undeniable education that Debian possess all its subjects that formed the Greek
society in it were contained elements such as ethics, values (moral) and politics, this is born three centuries before
Jesuscr Isto

tomar protesta de ley
It is to assume the justified protest before a fact, covered by the same laws, or in the legislation that governs them in a
country

topizar
It is the action cut off the horns, for better handling in animals in production farms

vacano



The Vacano is the cheerful, helpful and given cararteristica wide person to understand humanity

ventorrillo
Wind of low light intensity

vibraciones
They are the repetitive and constant movements of a team before a certain element or material to give a greater
compaction

vibrocompactador
EQUIPMENT FOR VIBRATE SUNGRAZERS SOILS, COMPACTED TO GIVE SUITABLE DENSITIES AND/OR FOR
THE SPLICACION OF ASPHALT COLD OR HOT.THERE ARE VIBROCOMPACTAORES OF ROLLER OR TYPE
LEVEL.

vosal
vosal is the element in laso or placed rope to the livestock to be able to deal them and and/or mobilize them from one
place to another

zuco
zuco... Word used in animals that have lost its tail


